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Abstract

This contribution illuminates the meaning of the systematic confrontation with nature in the
artistic and art-theoretical thought of Paul Klee. Klee's specific interest lay in the analysis of the
morphological and stmctural principles ofplants as well as in the study ofthe processes ofgrowth
and fo¡m in nature, A central element of this confrontation-which also manifested itself in
nuanced ways in Klee's teaching at the Bauhaus and in his artistic creations-is the reduction of
the manifold natural world ofappearance to structural and morphological principles which can
be fieely and creatively reassembled. These principles form the foundation for Klee's process-
oriented understanding ofnature and art.
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The examination of nature runs like a thread through Klee's entire work; from
his childhood until rg4o, his final year of creative work, in which 3r pictures,
even though often in a poetically alienated way, refer to plants or flora. In his
youth, Klee's relationship to nature was, on the one hand, emphatic, if not even
romantic, on the other hand, however, it was likewise characterized by careful
observation and a classificatory system, which he had acquired in his zoology
and botany lessons at high school. Like all the students at Bern's Municipal
High School, Klee had already learned the systematology and classification of
animals and plants earþ and, as all his school books testi$r, he had achieved
a scientific meticulousness in illustrating not only the outward appearance of
animals and plants but also their build and structure. (Fig. r)

On the other hand, as an adolescent Klee felt excluded from the adult
world and regarded the natural world as a place to which he could escape and
retreat, and the emotional conflict between his fascination for it and his fear of

Figure r:
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ld become a formative experience of his youth. There
his diary that deal with an intensive, almost hallucina_
e, their themes reminiscent of the German Romantics.

look at the landscape. Now it lay there
d: ,,In earlier days (even as a child), the
me. A background for the soul,s moods.
Nature tries to devour me.,,2 These idio_syncratic experiences of nature find their expression in sensitive randscapedrawings from rg97 and rg9g.

By contras!
to gain a more il?iffï:'il:::l"i,T"îï,r,î:;
its perception. had accomplished his artistic studiesin Munich. In r nth field trip io Italy in the company ofsculptor Hermann Haller. After this he returned to Bern where he rived in hisparent's house until rgoT and advanced his artistic formation autodidacticaily.

n the garden ofhis parents,house and
with the laws of plant growth
sprout-rooting, also in putting
the diary

I lavish pious attention on the bergamots that I brought back from Rome and reprant themby making a strong bran_ch grow inãependentry. This procedure arso provides a neat exped-ment in rhe field of capillary action. [Fig. z]

A plantwithtwobranchesaandó;

B B¡anch á is bent down and fastened to the ground byits middle.C After it has stmck roots at this point, it is selered f¡om branch ø.

" ;lîïî,T,",î:lj::1,""*'independentþ; 
rrom now on, the circutation orthe sap in

Apart from these proper attempts, Kree was also interested in the technicarexamination of naturar phenomena' He bought a camera and made photo-graphic studies or rechnicat experiments ,r"t 
", 

,il;;;;;"îiäã.ron .o

D The Dbríes of pøul Klee ßgÈ_rgrg,ed. Felix
Knight (Berkeley: University of Califo¡nia pres
followed by section number and page.
2)'Autobiographische 

Texte r9zo,,, Leopold
kritische Neuedition, hrsg. von der paul_ilee_S

I"ïj"", (Stuttgart: Hatje, r988),52o (my translaÐ Klee, Diaries, no. TZo, p. 2o4.
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Figure z: Paul Klee, Dlary,Plantwilh two branches ø and b,tgo6

enlarge, reduce, or distort graphic outlines. His most systematic pursuit of
this analysis of perception was in the field of tonal relationships, the so-called
"light form": "By this I mean the conversion of the light-dark expanse according
to the law by which lighted areas grow larger when opposed to dark areas of
mathematically equal size. . . . Now carried through with greater thoroughness
by means of a lens (glass eye). This magnifying glass brings into view at the
same time the color essence of the natural phenomenon. All detail is simply
eliminated."a In deepening and systematizing perceptual analysis by artistic
means, KIee was taking the first steps toward what he would later describe as

"the frrst instance of working abstractly from nature."5 And in r9o9 he wrote in
his diary: "Nature can afford to be prodigal in everything," "the artist must be
frugal down to the smallest detail. Nature is garrulous to the point of confu-
sion, let the artist be tmly taciturn."o

This process of reduction went hand in hand with an increasing concentra-
tion on visual and creative means as such and led Klee to the momentous dis-
covery that the analysis of the latter was more significant for his work than the
study of nature itself: "And now an altogether revolutionary discovery: to adapt
oneself to the contents of the paint box is more important than nature and its
study. I must some day be able to improvise freely on the chromatic keyboard

at lbid, no. g7 4, p. 244.
5) "Autobiographische Texte rgrg," Wilhlem Hausenstein II, in Klee, ZB, 5r3 (my translation).
6) Klee,Dlarles, no. 8g7, p. zg6.
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of the rows of watercolor cups."z In rgro Klee expanded his experiences in
light-dark painting to the realm of color. In so doing he took a fre., and more
spontaneous approach to technique. He restricted his watercolor palette to a
few tones and achieved the creation of outrines, shadows, and spìtial depth
purely through color byvarying the application of paint and contrasting light
and dark colors. The process ofabstraction in the arrangement ofcolor found
its parallels at the compositional level, for example when Klee cut works into
two parts. By taking a pair of scæsors to the work, Kree drastically reduced the
image and restricted the field ofvision.

The process of artistic abstraction is accompanied by a growing tendency
in Klee's theoretical reflections to conceive of his relatio.rrhip to iature and
natural processes in a wider metaphysical and at the same time anaþical con-
text' In a diary entry he thus distanced himself programmaticalþ from the
famous definition of Franz Marc's ,,passionate 

variety of humaniry,,iywriting:
"He [Franz Marc] places himself on the same level with plants and sårre, arrd
animals. In Marc, the bond with the earth takes precedence over the bond with
the universe ' ' ' I place myself at a remote starting point of creation, whence I
state a priori formulas for men, beasts, plants, stones and the elements, and for
all the whirling forces."8 This "remote starting point of creation,, also meant
rejecting a directly perceptuar relationship with nature. In its place, Kree
developed between r9r4 and rgrg a growing interest in structural patterns or
the characteristics of processes of growth and development, whrch he saw as
analogous to the genesis of a work of arh There is, in the first place, a kind of
structural inventory of plant organs, which has to be seen in the context of
Klee's examination of cubism. This new anaþical look at the visible world
that the cubists had presented manifested itserf in Klee,s oeuwe 

-asínwhenGod Consídered the Creation of the plants,rgr3, 176 (Fig. S), for example, a work
whose title equated the idea of a new world created through artistic means
with the idea of divine creation. It is clearþ visible how Kleeì.rdr, by his own
means' his (own) kind of synthetic cubism, after having engaged himserf in
the previous years in possibilities on how to break downthe wárld of objects
into prismJike component parts and then recombine and interweave them
in accordance with purely compositional requirements. Kree had seen pabro

7) Ibid', no. 8..i,, p.z++. At about the same time, vassily Kandinsþ arso used the metaphor of
the chromatic piano in his seminar work concerning the spirituar in Arf: ,,Generany 

speaking,
colour is a powerwhich directìy influences the sour. colou¡ is the keyboard, the ey", ur" th" hu--
mers, the soul is the piano witrr many strings" (Vasily Kandinsro¡, über das Geisiige in der Kunst
[Munich: R' Piper, rytz), +s; translated by M. T. H. Sadrer as concerning the spirituar in Art (New
York: Dover Publications, 1977), 25. Translation first published r9r4.
8, Klee, Diaries, no. roo8, pp. 343, 344.
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Figure 3: PaulKee,When
Paul Klee,,4/s Gott sich 

176

Pen, pencil, and wat
Eva-Maria W Worthington Gallery Inc., Chicago

e) Panl Klee, "Die Ausstellung des Modemen Bundes im Kunsthaus Zünch,,, Die Atpen 6, no. tz(August rgrz):696-7o4, in Paul Kl ee, Schr(Iery RezensionenundAufscitze,hrsg.v.Christian Geel-
haar (Köln: DuMont, r976), ro7 (my translàtion). Hereafter cired as Schrften.
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what he described as a remote starting point of creation and aprioriformulas
for men, beasts, plants, and stones,

The anaþical and reductive character of works with the somehow enig-
matic titles 2754 R qrrqngement of stalks or creation plan z966 G blossoms
(Pig.+) are rem and show striking
parallels to the (,,original', or ,,pri_

mordial plant") inhis Schema der
urpJlanze (Diagram of the original plant) of rg6r. Kree had a profound knowl-
edge o al world. In fact, his concept of the sub-
ject is metamorphosis.ro His understanding of
the no ,,genesis,, is very close to Goethe,s con_
ception of these terms, and these similarities have been researched in detail
by volker Harlan, werner Hofmann, Richard Hoppe-Sailer, christa Lichten-
stern, and Fujiio Maeda and Fabienne Eggelhöfer.r Further evidence of Klee,s
interest in the subject has been found in two recently discovered sources. First,
Klee attended a lecture given by Rudolf steiner in Munich in February rgrg,

Goethe, der botønischen MorphoLogie des ry. und zo.Jahrhund.erts und bei den Künstlern paul KIee

, "Ein Beitrag zur'morphologischen
Aufsätze zur Kunst des ry. Jahrhun-
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t)r7 ¡j

Figure 4: Paul Klee, Creation plan 4ß6 G (blossoms), Lgr7, 59
Paul Klee, Schöpfungsplan 4436 G (Btüten),r9r7, b9
Pencil on lined paper on cardboard , 14.6 x 17.5 cm

Paul-Klee-Stiftung, Kunstmuseum, Bern

accompanied by his wife, Lil¡ who ha anthroposophy;
the subject of the lecture was a detailed s theory of meta_
morphosis. Second, a letter from Klee r reveals a com_
mon interest in Goethe's "archetypal plant.az During her visit to the Bauhaus
inrgzz, Katherine Dreier apparently had an intense discussion with Klee about

al plant and asked him to copy for her color
schemes of the original plant at the Goethe
er Lgzz, he asks her for some specifications

12) Rudolfsteiner, "Das sinnlich-übersinnliche in seiner verwirklichung durch die Kunst,,,lec-
ture first delivered on Febmary r5, r9r8, in Munich, published inhis Kunst und. Kunsterkenntnß.
Grundlagen einer neuen Aesthetik (Dornach: steiner-Nachlassverwaltung, r96r), 49-72.
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and more detailed information because, due to the abundance of material, it
proved diffrcult to be clear as to what Katherine Dreier really requested.r3

Thus Goethe is the starting point for answering the question concern-
ing which role models and sources have further determined Klee,s notion of
nature. Furthermore, the evident connections between Klee and Romanticism
are emphasized in the voluminous literature. I will focus on three aspects of
the Romantic world view that played an important role in Klee,s thinking as
well: overcoming polarity, striving for universality, and the already mentioned
principle of eternal becoming, which originates in Goethe's theory of metamor-
phosis. In Klee's library one can find, besides editions of Romantic ,,classics,,

such as Hölderlin or Kleist, some books by authors of New Romanticism like
Hugo von Hoffmannsthal, Ludwig otti, Thomas Mann, or Rainer Maria Rilke
too. Klee's notion of a work of art as a living, dynamic organism that is subject
to constant change also shows striking parallels to schlegel's universalist natu-
ral philosophy and its concept of constant becoming, Art, says schlegel, ,,creat-

ing autonomously like nature, both organized and organizing, must form living
works, which are first set in motion, not by an outside mechanism like a pen-
dulum, but by an indwelling power like the sorar system, and which, when they
are completed, turn back upon themselves."ra See how related this statement is
to KÌee's dictum in "Wege des Nøturstudiums,, (Ways of Studying Nature,,): ,,The

artist's growth in the vision and contemplation of nature enables him to rise
towards a metaphysical view of the world and to form free abstract stmctures
which surpass schematic intention and achieve a new naturalness, the natu-
ralness of the work. Then he creates a work, or participates in the creation of
works, that are the image of God,s work.,,rs

when speaking about Klee's affinity with the emphasis of the Romantic
world view, one has to take into consideration at the same time his prefer-
ence for the ironic mutation of this assertive claim, which was also character-
istic for Romanticism and post-Romanticism. This ironic ,,distance,,also 

saved
him from deducing universalist structure and proportion ratios in nature
from mathemical laws and division ratios, as his contemporaries, for example,

l3) Letter from Paul Klee to Katherine s, Dreier, october zr, rgzz, original copy in New Haven,
Yale University Library, Yale Collection of American Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and Manu-
script Library Katherine S. Dreier papers / Société Anonlnne Archive.
14)

in 
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Figure 5: Paul KIee, Nrzmber trees, r9r8, r.g8

Paul Klee, Zahlenbäume, r9r8, r98
Pencil and pen on paper on cardboard, 16.4 x rz,3 cm

Paul-Klee-Stiftung, Kunstmuseum, Bern

{ew Haven,

and Manu- Johannes Itten used to do, because of their affrnitywith esoteric number mysti-
cism. And despite this profound interest, at the same time also, Klee's ironical
view on all these efforts to derive the structure and proporlion ratios in nature
and art exclusively from mathematical laws and division ratios appears in
works like the ironically truncated workNumber trees (Fig.5). In this drawing
KIee playfully designed treelike objects of numbers and bills, with which he
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used to busy himself in his capacity as an ofÊce clerk in an air force unit in
world war L with this in mind, the aforementioned examples also can just as
well be understood as parodies of the possibilities of a regular structuring of
art and as serious attempts. From this perspective, Klee,s scepticism towards
any kind of number metaphysics as propagated by Rudolf steiner, whose book
Lily Klee had given to him, also has to be understood. In this context, he noted:
"I was reading Steiner's book for a little while. If only everything was said more
shortly, on twenty pages. I admit that it contains a lot of intellectuality, but
even more nonsense and things that cannotbe universallyvalid. ... the hints at
formal structuring are downright funny. The numbers are impossible, because
they are futile. Any simple equation makes more sense.,,16

Klee reacted to Steiner's esoteric claim to scientificityjust as sceptically as
he did to any form of attempted intrusion of natural sciences into the art field.
on a related note, an art-political controversy, which arose in the context of
the Bauhaus, is revealing. It was caused by an oral presentation by chemist
and Nobel Prize winner wilhelm ostwald on the occasion of the Firsú German
coLor Day,which had been organized by the German work Federation in sep-
tember r9r9. With regard to art, Ostwald propagated a color theory based on
scientific evidence and grounded on measurable data through the normative
harmonization of equal tonalities. By saying this, he had entered a field artists
considered their very own.l7 what followed was their swift negative reaction.
Art historian Hans Hildebrant, head or. the Free color Art Group of the Ger-
man work Federation, which was supported by Bruno Taut and other forward-
thinking artists of the work Federation, became the mouthpiece of ostwald,s
opponents and in summer rgzo, he asked Klee to join the Free color Art Group
to confront ostwald's scientific-technicist notion. Klee agreed to side against
ostwald in public as a representative of the artist group in a special edition on
colors published by the work Federation. Reversing a reproach that was usually
levelled against him and invoking his artistic experience, Klee reasoned confi-
dently: "scientists often see something infantile in artists. This time, the case in
question enables a mutuality.... The whole whitewash [as recommended by
ostwald] furthermore goes past all transparent mixtures [glaze]. Not to men-
tion the ignorance about the relativity of the color values. To universally stan-

16) LetterofPaulKleetoLilyKree,inpaurKree,BriefeandieFamirießg3-tg4o,vor.z:tgo7-rg4o,ed,.
Felix Klee (Köln: DuMont, r979), 882 (my translation).
Ì7) wilhelm osrwald, Einf)hrung in die Farbenrehre (Leipzig: phiripp Reclam, r9r9). vgl. woÌfþang
Kersten, "Paul Klee:'ich und die Farbe sind eins.'Eine historische K¡itik,,, Kunst-Bulletin des Sch-
weizerischen Kunstvereins, no. tz, (Dezember rgg 7): rc_r4.
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dardize the one possibility of harmonization through equal tonality is to seize
any mental sanity. we say thank you!"r8 Klee's polemics served its purpose: on
a April r9zr, Hildebrandt told him that ostwald had quit the German work
Federation as a consequence ofthe article.

In January r9zr, Klee started giving lessons at Bauhaus weimar after hav-
ing been appointed by walter Gropius on z9 october r9zo. In his lectures on
"Pictorial Theory of Form," structural analysis and morphogenesis were crucial
elements of his theory of art, central to it were the terms "metamorphosis,, and
"genesis" as constant movement and development, which he considered a kind
ofreductionism ofnatural and artistic growth and form processes. Already in
r9r4 he had written in his diary: "Genesis as formal motion is the essential thing
in a work,"le The affrnity between processes of artistic creation and processes
of natural growth and development was one of the central postulates of Klee,s
first published work of art theory his essay "schöpferische Konfession' (.cre-
ative confession") for Kasimir Edschmid's anthology of tgzo.By systematizing
creative material, by "reducing the contingent to its essence,,,the artist creates
a "formal cosmos" that is similar enough to the ,,great creation,,that ,,a breath
suffices to make the religious expression religion itself."2o In this context, the
work of "reducing the contingent to its essence,, is s).rnbolically related_far
more than any formal or technical understanding-to a morphogenetic con-
cept of creation. This can be illustrated by an example taken from a lecture

ormlehre" (Contributions to a Theory of Form),
Fig. 6), in which Klee accentuated-by analogy
e-the correct ratio of the individual elements

of design and their "correct emphasis" respectively. '"wrong," as he explains
by depicting the parts of a plant, is the "emphasis" as it is shown on the lower
right hand side-an undifferentiated static stringing together of elements:
root, shoot axis, leaves, blossom, Correct, however, is the dynamic genesis of
form generated by the powers of growth, in which the following three main
complexes have to be distinguished: First, the potential of the seed, which is
h er d in rhe gro und' *'*ïïi"ä 

ïîlf ;::ï:,:tîïîï ilj ;ïï#;
e arrow pointing up. Complex z: The sprout emerges,
and oxygen, the respiratory organs develop, and so

18) Paul Klee, "Die Farbe als wissenschaft ," Das werk: Mitteilungen des Deutschen werkbundes t,
Farben-sonderheft (Oktober rgzo): 8 (my translation).
rs) Klee,Dlarles, no. 943, p.3ro.
20) Klee, "Schöpferische Konfession,,, rgzo , i:Klee, Schrften, rzr (my translation).
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Figure 6: Paul Kree, Beitrcige zur Birdnerßchen Formrehre (contributions to a
Theory of Form), delivered on zz Februa ry rgn

do the leaves, which multiply in a repetitive manner. Third, as a result of thisgrowth and form process, the blossom eventually develops, 
", 

, ,ignìn"t tt.plant-as Klee writes-has ,,grown 
up,,,2r

under the new prerequisites at the Bauhaus, which was then aiming at awider social acceptance, the focus ofattention was, in contrast to the contro-versy with Ostwald fou
an)¡rnorebutamethodl,iiil,xi;åii;ïi:ri:.iîïî:ff lÏ:il:ï:ï:
and scientific analyses of the natuial world. The artist, so Kree, subjects to hispenetrating examination "the finished form which nature pla.e, befor" him,The deeper he looks, the more readiry he can extend his view from the present

2r) Paul Klee, Beiträge zur bildnerischen Formrehre, hrsg. Jürgen Graesemer (Basel: Schwabe,rgzg), gt (my translation). See: wwwkleegestaltungslehre.lpt.o.g.
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to the past."z2 For the artist, just as for the scientist, analytical-even, as it
1vere, microscopic-observation reveals insights into the genesis and structure
of obiects that are not accessible to the superficial g"r". ih" comparison with
the microscope refers to the limited nature of conservative forms of seeing and
perception: "And is it not tme that even the small step of a glimpse through
the microscope reveals to us images which we should ¿"".n fuit"rtjc and over-
imaginative if we were to see them somewhere accidentally, and lacked the
sense to understand them? your realist, however, comÍng across such an illus_
tration in a sensationar magazine, would excraim in great indignation; Is that
supposed to be nature? I call it bad drawing.,,23 Klee offered the results of his
research Ín condensed form in his articre "wege des Nøturstudiums,, (Method.s
of studying Nature), which was printed in the magazine published for the
Bauhaus week of 1923. "For the artist, the dialogue with nature remains a con_
ditio sine qua non,"24 decrares the introduction; there foilows a short histori-
cal account of how ways of seeing the natural worrd have changed over time.
Starting with a "barely differentiated study of phenomena,,, 

" i.rr"ly optical
form of seeing, Klee outlines the way to a progressively deeper percáption of
nature, the investigation of which is now foculed on the ,,irrr"rl, structure of
the natural object: "knowledge of its internar structure revears the significance
ofthe object beyond its mere appearance,"2s Beyond these ,,methods 

of inter-
nal perception," there are, finally, the approaches that bring the ,,self ,, into a"relationship of resonance" with the ob;".t, and which go bãyond its basis in
optics' Klee presented this way of seeing as a holistic ,yr't"- that integrates a
"common rootedness in the earth" witrrthe visual relaiionship, and #t i.h 

",the third and highest revel incoryorates the "metaphysical routes of cosmic
unity."26 Klee inscribes alr responsibilities and levels of perception in an inte_
grating circle and hence in a holistic system: world, me/ey", yor., and earth.
Nevertheless, no romantic amargamation arises; however, what is shown here
are the stmctures of its maniford connections. Even though the text,,Methods
of studlng Nature" features an al-embracing, ethical, cosmic worldview, it
places just as much value on structure analysis, which he had deveroped in hislectures at the Bauhaus.

.Arf, translated by paul Findlay, with an introduction by Herbert Read
, r94g). origina'y published as über die moderne Kunst (Bern-Bümpriz:
page numbers are cited,

2a) Klee, 'Wege des Naturstudiums,,,in: p aulKlee, Schr{Ìen,v4.25) lbid., rz5 (my translation).
26) lbid.
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In his classes at the weimar Bauhaus, Klee tried to link his anaþical view of
nature with his wider metaphysicar view of the worrd. In additio; to his earþ
lectures rrom rgzr_,z in the contributions to a Theory of Form, his second
cycle of lectures from autumn rg23 to spring r9z4 dealt directlywith a variety ofgrowth and development processes in nature. This was partiãularly true of the

cipøl Order), which Klee introduced
ts and ìeaves. He explained their mor_

ailing in the organism in question. The
al drawings of leaves showing the struc_tural energies in leaf veins."2z The tense rerationship between enJrgy, which

is linear ' ' ' and mass, which is s¡fs¡sivs"-elsewheie Klee also speiis of the
"the power of linearradiation"-produces an individu"t typotogy ofleaf forms,
which includes three principal "energetic" types: an ovar IJrþrm,or ,,original
form," which results whe'the flow of"sap i, 

"qrr"tty 
distributed, a ,,transitional

form,"

duced" 
e maPle

individ 
by the s

from a 7)' This
ation of Klee,s affinÍty with Goethe,s

model of a "metaphysicar urpfranze," where the variety urrã th. ,,variations
in plant forms" themselves ,,allow 

one to imagine a totality.,28 Works like the
watercolor Luminated' Leøf (betichtetes Btatt)-, rg2g, 274, for exampre, contain
essential elements from Klee's investigation into the morphologyif reaves in
his Princþietle ordnung: the outline of the reaf appears as a variable, almost as
a series of formal possibilities, which is 

", 
m,r.h determined by the incidence

of light (photosynthesis) as it is by the morphogenetic energy of the flow ofliquids.

In his Bauhaus classes, the relationship between Klee,s artistic work and his
analysis of structures and forms was 

" 
r.cìproc"l one: findings from his anal¡i-

cal studies of the nat'ral world were incorporated into visuar structures, whileobservations derived from his *ork procårses or his experiences influenced
his artistic theoretical reflections, as is evident from theìxampre of his colortfeiv' lnhis "schöpferische Konfession" of rgzo,Klee had ureá the metaphor
of the tree as a "s).mbol" of the artist and the artistic process: The [artist,s]"orientation in terms of temperament and life,,corresponds to the tree,s ,,root
system," which carries water and minerals to the organism.2e ,Juices 

flow to the

27) Paul

tungsleh G\zlz-s;www'kleegestal

28) Ibid.,
2s) Klee,

Figure 7: paul Klee, T
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artist" from this "branching and subdividing order. . . passing through him and
through his eyes." The artist himself amounts to a "simple medium,, like the
trunk of the tree, and his work is comparable to the tree,s branches and leaves,
.fust as the latter "unfolds and develops in every direction in time and space, so
too does the work." Klee's image of a tree had served as a conceptual metaphor
illustrating a central postulate of modern art and the newly founded Bauhaus,
namel¡ the rejection of the traditional demand that art should directly reflect
nature' "Nobody would affrrm that the tree grows its crown in the image
of its root. Between above and below can be no mirrored reflection. rt is
obvious that different elements must produce vital divergences.,,3o

Beyond that, in his Bauhaus lectures the tree turns into a metaphor to illus-
trate the inductive nature ofprinciples ofform and structure. Thus the overall
stmcture of the tree is reflected in the construction of the leaf. Klee writes that
"in this pattern can be found ideas and relationships that form an image in
miniature of the pattern of the whole,'3lJust as the tree itself is differentiated
into roots, tmnk, and canopy, so too the canopyis differentiated into branches,
twigs, and leaves, and the latter in turn into the stalk, veins, and leaftissue.
The correspondence between macro- and microcosmos is one of the basic con-
stants in Klee's visual thinking and his understanding of the natural world.

Klee makes reference to the quantitative aspect of stmctural analysis, for
example the relations of numerical division in the manner in which leaf veins
branch and subdivide, and, following on from this, the differentiation of inter-
secting, alternating, or centripetal leaf forms. what he had introduced in his
lectures on contributions to a Theory of pictural Form as a fundamental rela-
tionship between "structural and compositional character,,, embraced by the
terms "dividual" (building stones) and "individual" (the consequent composed
organism), he applied in principielle Ordnung, to plant organisms.3z

Every "indMdual" or "structured" form, every organism, is based upon,,fun-
damental elements, which in the material sense are extremely important, but
which in the spiritual sense are of very minor significance,,,for instance, like
cells and atoms as the smallest structural units. Klee points out that those
basic elements have developed to have a function within the wider building
plan of nature: thus, for example, the conducting structures of capillaryvessels
allow liquids to pass up and down the planl Kree also fruitfulþ m"áe .rse of

30) Klee, "Über die moderne Kunst,,,r3.
3r) Paul Klee, Bildnerische Gestaltungsrehre, principielle ordnung BG I z/2; (my translation).
ez) Klee, Beitrtige zur bildnerischen Formlehre,55; see also: www.kleegestaltungslehre,zpk.org.
(my translation).
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the principle of dividual and individual in his artistic work as one of the most
important forms of expression of natural structures and forms, in particular to
visualize the growth and development of plants.

Klee most systematically pursued this in his seminars on planimetrische
Gestaltung (planimetric construction) at the Dessau Bauhaus. In his manu-
scripts on "planimetric construction," Klee systematized his anaþis of the
processes of growth and development of plants and transferred them to the
field of geometry. Thus the notion of "causal" driving forces (analogous to seeds
in nature) is also central to deriving geometrical ,,elementary 

forms,, from a
"charged point." Like the forms of leaves, flowers, or fruit, the latter were inter-
preted as the product of a dynamic process of development.33 In Klee's artistic
work there are numerous examples where the emergence of elementary geo-
metrical forms are shown as being at one with processes of growth in nature.
Inhis chapter entitled"Progressionen" (progressions),3a Klee is concernedwith
natural forms as the result of geometrical "progressions,,: thus, for example,
he presents a palm leaf as a "progression" and "regression,, of angles on the
basis of a circle divided into twenty-four sections or the progressive branch-
ing and differentiation ofthe leaf organs as vertically and diagonally directed
"regressions" (Fig, 8).

For all the importance to his artistic work of Klee's theoretical and anal¡ical
examination, his works dealing with the natural world exhibit a high degree of
individual creative freedom. Both whire teaching at the Bauhaus anã late¡ Klee
made several hundred works on the subject of plant growth: the overwhelm-
ing majority of them are free visual inventions. In Klee's fantastic flora, plants
actually turn into "botanical actors," with physiognomies and feelings and with
the garden as their stage. These elements are combined, fo. e*"-pl"e, in Klee,s
famous painting Boúa nical Theatre (Botanísches Theater), ,g34, 

"rg,which 
cov-

ers a broad spectrum both technically and in terms of content: ,,painted,, with
a brush, the Ímaginary plant beings seem to emerge from a transplrent and yet
dark background. In his Bo tanical Theøtre,Klee assembles a veritable museum
full of actors created from an inexhaustible reservoir ofvisual images and ideas
and incorporates them into an enigmatic scenography. Klee's imajinarynature
and plant life also fascinated the surrealists. They were the first to recognize
the uniqueness of Klee's fantastic cosmology of nature. In an article entitled

33) lbid.
34) Paul Klee, Bildnerische Gestaltungsrehre, progressionen, BG ILrg/r-96. See: www.kleegestal
tungslehre.zpk.org.
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Figure g: paul Klee
Pictorial Creation: II.r9 progressions

Bildnerische Gestaltungslehre: ILrg progressionen
Pencil and colored pencil on paper, 33 x 2l cm
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"Le dernier été," which appeared in the I iterary magazine Littérature in Novem_
ber rgzz-the earliest text to be published on the artist in France-Louis Ara_
gon compared Klee with a mysterious plant, a "witch,s tooth,, that was sprouting
leaves in weimar (not in the Bauhaus): "c'est à weimar que fleurit une plante
qui ressemble à la dent de sorcière. on ne sait pas encore que lajeunesse va
préférer Paul Klee à ses devanciers."3s The surrealist metaphor of ih" ,,*itch,s

tooth" has associations of the perverse and the forbidden, of black magic, and
is typical of how Klee was perceived by the Surrealists, His art is like 

" 
,tr"rrg"

plant that has grown out of the depths of the subconscious. sixyears later, this
vegetable metaphor was still being used. In his eurogy "Merci, paul Kree,,, René
crevel compares Klee's pictures with mysterious "dream plants,, (pløntes de
songe) and sees in Klee the tme foremnner of the Surrealist upp.ou"h to natu-
ral history: "Avant même la merveilleuse histoire naturelle de Max Ernst, grâce
à vous [Paul Klee], déjà, une flore et une faune surréalistes nous vengeaient
des gazelles aux yeux trop bien peints, des hortensias hydrocéphales et autres
littératures de nos jardins caducs.,,36

what is fascinating about Klee's imaginary plant rife is that, regardless of arl
its playfulness, it can only function as art because the fantasy ofihe faculty of
imagination is based on a thorough investigation of the structure and the mor-
phology of plant life not only in terms of an anarysis of its parts and organs but
as an insight into the laws of processJike growth in nature.
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x2tcm 35) Louis Aragon:"Le dernier été,', L¡ttérature, no,6 (r November r gzz): zo.s6) René Crevel, "Merci, paul Klee, ,, Le Centaure, g.ànn. (December rgzg), 5of.


